
Robert Smith 
Lead Drive Thru Cashier

PERSONAL STATEMENT

Friendly and enthusiastic customer services with nineteen years of 
specialization in Fast Food. Able to learn new tasks quickly and proficient in 
growing key customer relationships. Represent establishment with friendly, 
professional demeanor at all times.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Lead Drive Thru Cashier
ABC Corporation -   August 1996 – April 2000 

Responsibilities:

 Took guest orders in a friendly, smiling voice over a headset following 
the approved Steak n Shake Drive Thru Steps of Service Input orders.

 Quickly took care of drive thru customers by charging them and giving 
out their food in a quick fast pace environment.

 Developed speed skills to keep the drive thru times low and cars 
moving along while being on a team and providing great customer 
service in a quick .

 Prepared and served different food and drinks in a reasonable time to 
ensure customer satisfaction.

 Ran front and drive thru registers, Restocking, Keeping the lobby clean 
and sanitary for customer satisfaction and safety.

 Returned to public high school from online classes in order to 
successfully receive my diploma.

 Responsible for Parking and retrieving customers cars in a reasonable 
amount of time.

Drive Thru Cashier
Delta Corporation -   1991 – 1996 

Responsibilities:

 Counted cash; and reconciled charge sales and cash receipts with total 
sales to verify accuracy of transactions.

 Take drive thru orders Handle Money Handle customer food Clean 
dishes in a neat and quick manor Prepare fresh salsa and vegetables for
the day .

 I worked front and drive-thru, had to clean the dining room and the do 
the dishes.

 I learned to be very alert and always make sure that i make the 
customer want to come back.

 Skills Used Some skills used were , i was very respectful and greeted 
the customers with a smile.

 Customer service, cash handling, cleaning, stocking, multitasking 
Accomplishments I helped to maintain certain time requirements for 
drive thru, .

 Accurately took and recorded customer orders Completed cash and 
credit transactions.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

Money Handling, Time 
Management, Cash 
Register, Order Taking, 
Customer Service.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

HIGH SCHOOL DIPLOMA in Computers - (Point High School - Point, 
MS, US)
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